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About This Content

HP-replenishing items of varying power including:

"Medical Set B" - Health Capsule x3, Health Capsule+ x2, Anti-Poison x2, Life Pack

Make use of these items in battle or view them at the Generator menu.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Medical Set B
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English
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Great game ! If u read this then now first click all butterflies that will give u a start. Very sad game . u read its a short ? Yes it is
but its worth it. I know u just sayng it. Accualy its worth it i buyed it and played some minutes and then quited then played again
and played trough. ALL WORTH IT.. A nice little point and click series. Not the best out there, put worth a play if you like the
genre.. This game is alright, but suffers from slow character movement that makes you feel very restricted. Bullets move at a
pace that you can keep up with as well, but it's very annoying to be moving to the right and not just get there in a decent amount
of time. This is the first game in the series (as far as I know of, series) that I've played so I don't know if there's any better ones,
but the controls are slow so I can't enjoy it. Experience is key and I cannot experience, nor do I feel as though others can. The
game can still be enjoyable but there's others that are better and possibly even cheaper.. Ok this should be Early Access, but
isn't.

The game is bad, know that going in. This is no where near a 10$ title, more like a 1.99 game that you still wait to go on sale. As
such, it feels very much like a mobile port.

What I liked... Graphically I thought the art team did their job. While nothing amazing or new, it was about average for a mobile
level game. Thats about all I liked, but this is what happens when a few artists try to make a game in a genre they know little
about.

The bad... to avoid a full wall of text ill just make a list.

--Achievements dont unlock correctly - some early, some never
--I opted to play without sound an hour in as it didn't add anything (changing the sound output also crashed the game)
--All ships are available from the start, no tech tree at all
--One resource that means nothing to you
--Easy to spot bugs, such as capture 10 planets and game tells you that you captured 20
--Terraform units, if used too many in a turn they either despawn without doing the job or the game fails to update planet output
text- as I've seen mismatched output depending on where you look
--The only choice I ever made was to stop bothering to terraform planets as there was no point and its tedious

--THE USER EXPERIENCE IS THE WORST I'VE EVER SEEN!! In the credits there were testers... did they play this? How
long? Cause holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
~~I hope you like to click - if you are a steamroller like me... good luck. You have to move every unit one at a time, one planet
jump at a time, each taking 3 clicks min. So my late game turns on a full size map required 500+ clicks until I just stopped
moving majority of my units and won with the rest. I never lost a battle but settings might help up the challenge.

--And another minor thing, is it a "turn" or a "round"... pick your terms and stick with them.

-- The game summary is mostly lies - unless I missed everything by not playing the other "factions" so I'll review that real quick:

"Leave the tedious, everyday tasks that take away from crafting and executing tactical strategies to your faction as you explore
the galaxy. "

--Crafting what? The best ship in the game, that you start with and have no reason to build anything else? That crafting?
(This may have been a setting I randomly chose starting my first and only game, if so then my fault)

Explore the galaxy map and discover different planet types: some rich in resources, some barren and unfit for terraforming.
Expand your empire by choosing which planets to invade, colonize, destroy or simply ignore. Exploit and terraform planets,
acquiring resources to grow and strengthen your fleet, empowering you to exterminate enemy factions and rule the galaxy.

--What? Every planet I went to was automatically captured, and the only choice left was to bother terraforming it... or not based
on 0-1-2 output levels. So you could capture a 0 and make it a 2, thats literally it.

"Fully customize each game by creating your own settings so that no two games are the same."
--unless you play more than 2 games (or maybe I broke my settings, as I've mentioned)
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"Use resources acquired from planets to build and strengthen your fleet"
-- A single resource, that is the only currency and comes from every planet equally, there is no benefit or strategy to the planets
you take - assuming you have time to terraform. (small map multiplayer would surely change that)

"Construct ships that range from small, agile scouts to colossal battle cruisers"
-- all of which are available from the start, so you wont... and scout what? With fog on enemy count was viewable, at least for
neutrals there wasn't enough AI enemy when I got there 2 hours later to pay attention.

"From improved mining to solar eruptions to labour strikes and beyond, implement cards and\/or artifacts to make games more
interesting with the element of chance"
-- never once did I see a card worth the risk of using, I converted all to resources and I didn't need the extra resources

Some of my opinions may be due to the fact that I only played 1 full game with one faction. Maybe I picked the wrong one,
maybe I ruined the game with bad setting (not that I felt there were many options). Still the bugs and click-fest UI were bad
enough for me to not load another map. So I do not recommend this game.

TLDR; Its bad, just dont. It tries to be 4X but dummed down to 1X with some silly card game thrown in. I would happily
perfect game Sins of a Solar Empire again, and I suggest you do that instead.. The game is good but it´s slow, if you no have
patience you´ll hate it!
It´s a hard clicker and management game, I LIKE IT!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsCQy5bix5o
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Release on PC, played by few and abandoned by the devs and that last point is the main issue. Bubbeling underneath this game
are some promising mechanics that with some better level design, some fleshing out and polishing could have lead to an amazing
game. However the game was clearly rushed through production to get a release soon enough after the tv show it was related to
was cancelled to not be entirely irrelevant.

Graphically the game is sub par, likewise the voice acting and sound in general simply does nothing to draw and beyond the
average sound effects the sound work is lower then I woulkd expect from such a release. Especially how they push the sound of
character tos your left entirely to the left hand side of your sound system and similar.

The story is terrible, and the characters completely forgetable, but at its core there is some gameplay value. Which whilst it
never feels fleshed out remains entertaining enough. However with all the negatives present and its extremely small amount of
content the only time I could recommend this is once it is on a steep discount (think 75% off or more). It isn't terrible, but it
misses the numerous opportunities it has to be something special and is just okay but overpriced for its length and quality..
OVERALL RATING: 4 out 5 stars

Snowball! - $2.99

People who wish to claim they put this out: Pixeljam

Consists of 1 Table with 3 Balls per play.

Played on an i-7 4.0 Ghz, 16 GB RAM, Nvidia GTX 1070 8 GB RAM, 2 TB 7200 RPM HDD

Positives: The Game didn't crash on me! The game multiple tables upon tables-old Windows Pinball game "Space Cadet" feel.
Replayability is at its max, and the entertainment factor is all there in this game. Not much to be said that has not been said
before.

Negatives: I have yet to determine anything negative to write about this one.

I do enjoy a good game and don't mind paying for it, enough said.

Darkendone{LDH}. Fun GAME! ;) ;). This is a fun little 3D-platformer that brings back memories of Mario 3D land. However,
Suzy Cube never comes close to the original.
The character controls reasonably well so that trying to complete levels in the shortest possible time is actually fun to do.
However, you can outrun the camera quite easily and get killed by falling off a platform or by running into an enemy. The
camera movement could improve a bit but I do understand that keeping some areas with hidden items out of sight is part of the
fun. The best part of this game is actually the level design and trying to find all hidden items.
The graphics are very simple but the game looks cute. However, the music is actually pretty annoying. Another dislike are the
bosses, which are always the same serpent, it is just the movement patterns that vary a bit from level to level. The most boring
part of the boss fights is that they are so slow and take a lot of time.
. A very good (if barebones) Riichi game. As with anything, there are a few nits that can be picked, but certainly nothing that
really detracts from the game. At this point, it seems solid and non-buggy, and the online function is a great asset.

What it lacks in flash it makes up for in good solid play. The online lobbies can be a bit sparse, but the community seems to be
growing, if slowly. If you want to play Riichi Mahjong, this is the best option on Steam, solid in both single and multi player..
One of the best games i ever played, old but gold ! the multiplayer\/coop is off but the singleplayer still awesome !. Very
enjoyable game .... I just need to stop playing :)
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